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width: up to 21 m
height: up to 2,50 m

SLIDING GATE INCLINED
Our individual solutions are tailored to suit the environment for both
technical function and aesthetics..

Challenging incline installations are no problem. We adapt
our design to the given situations, including the correct
drive system complete with failsafe protection.
RADIAL DAMPER
All sliding gates which can be adapted to the incline area
are equipped with a radial damper. This prevents the gate
to move in unintended direction when the drive is
unlocked and ensures a smooth controlled movement.

15 m inclined sliding gate, Perfored, Automation
Inline 250

The gear is made of stainless
steel and the freewheel is sealed
against dirt and water.
6 m inclined sliding gate, Plain sheet, Automation
Inline 250
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CONVINCING ARGUMENTS
Automation 		

24V up 230V INLINE is installed in the post, not-visibly from the outside

Control system		

Electronic control according to the latest standards

Closure and accessories
				

Locinox lock including spring-loaded strike plate, E-preparation, 			
deadman or complete plug & play automation

corrosion protection		
				

Thanks to its own powder coating: easy-care, scratch-resistant, 			
weather-resistant and provides a beautiful surface for many years

Individualization 		

Spike bar, different fillings, etc.

Colors				

RAL standard colors, special colors on request

Gate speed approx. 		

ca. 0,2 m/s, higher speeds on request

Incline				

up to 25%

Gate width			

up to 21 m

INLINE DRIVE SYSTEM INNOVATIVE AND ELEGANT
The BALU Inline drive convinces with it’s high-quality workmanship and special
design. The design of the drive column is very impressive offering stabilty and
protection of the drive and all control components by locating them within the
column and away from potential vandalism and effects of weather. An integrated
flashing LED lamp has also been installed on the column.

For more information visit us: www.b-alu.at

